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Benefits of attending
 Hear from trailblazing women fighting for important causes worldwide

 Learn how to manage complex operations, transformation and change

 Gain real, candid advice from senior leaders, experts, researchers       
 and leaders at all levels

 Be inspired by exciting international keynotes & two of the        
 highest ranked women in Australian Defence history

Wednesday 7 & Thursday 8 December 2022  

Key Speakers

Interactive Seminars 

A Supporting yourself by supporting the    
 women around you

B Building real confidence in yourself    
 and your leadership
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What should you expect from 
this summit?
 The best event in Australia for women in defence leadership,  
 with our last two summits both scoring a customer   
 satisfaction rating of 100%

 In depth seminars with practical toolkits to supercharge  
 your confidence and elevate yourself alongside the women  
 around you

 Interactive group networking sessions with peers from   
 across the sector who face the same challenges as you

 Excellent connectivity and a tailored online experience  
 facilitated by our premier conference platform and   
 experienced IT, AV and delivery teams

Who will attend?

The battle for equality in defence leadership is far from over
The rate of women in the ADF reached 19.7% in 2021, an increase on the previous year and sign that progress is being made. However strides 
need to be made in order to reach equality, particularly in the upper ranks of leadership where women are still severely underrepresented. Are 
you ready to join the fight for equality for women in defence?

This event is designed to put a fire in the belly of all women in defence to take your leadership to the next level. Featuring inspiring 
keynotes with candid advice from some of the highest ranked women in Australian defence history, with the stories and tools of 
groundbreaking women in international militaries, and insightful case studies of women leading at all levels, and in all aspects of the defence 
space. Join these incredible women in fighting the good fight, and let’s show the world what women in defence leadership are truly 
capable of.

Plus key contributions from
BRIG Simon Johnstone
Director General Military Strategic Effects Branch
Department of Defence

GPCAPT Ruth Elsley
Director ACSC, Australian War College
Department of Defence

CMDR Kristen Watts
Chief of Staff, Future Navy Workforce
Royal Australian Navy
 
SQNLDR Louise Burr
Facilities Lead – Airfield Engineer F35A Joint Strike 
Fighter Project, First woman Chief Engineer of the 
middle east region
Capability Acquisition and Sustainment Group 
 
Alice Fitzsimmons
Petty Officer Cryptologic Systems at Royal Australian 
Navy, Founder of Veterans Connections, National ADF 
advocate at Defence Industry Networking & Volunteer at 
Women’s Veterans Australia

SQNLDR Sally Knox
Fast-jet Navigator, Weapons Systems Operator & PhD 
Candidate on Leadership
Royal Australian Air Force
 
Dr Ellen Joan Nelson
Former NZ Army Leader, academic, mum and speaker
Flexible work and leadership expert
 
LTCOL Suzanne Albury
Chief of Army Initiatives
Australian Army

Michelle Richard
Director, Regional Procurement Centre
Thales Australia

WGCDR Belinda Johnson
Chief of Staff Head Military Strategic Commitments
Department of Defence
 
Wendy Gould
Experienced Defence Leader, Executive Coach and 
human behavioural practitioner

• Current & emerging female leaders in defence and defence 
industry

• Commissioned and non-commissioned ranks and roles

• Officer & Manager through to Director & SES

• HR, Diversity & Capability Professionals & Leaders

• Learning & Development Leaders

Testimonials from our past summits
“An opportunity to share knowledge and experience between 
established and emerging female leaders, coming away with skills 
and ideas to transform the defence workplace.” 
- Lily Warrick, Flight Lieutenant, Royal Australian Air Force,   
  August 2022
“The Hatchery’s Women in Defence and Defence Industry Leadership 
Summit is a wealth of mentoring and networking opportunities. It 
is an ideal environment for interested candidates to broaden their 
horizons and consider what a successful and satisfying career in 
Defence could look like.” 
- Philippa Williams, Marine Technician Submariner – Submarine  
  Forces Safety Cell, Royal Australian Navy, August 2022
“Attendance at this summit blew away my expectations. The quality 
of guest speakers was outstanding. I loved taking away little gems 
of knowledge from each speaker. I highly recommend attending this 
summit.” 
- Michelle Ball, Business Manager, Department of Defence,   
  May 2022

“The Women in Defence and Defence Industry Leadership Summit 
presented by The Hatchery is one of the best conferences I’ve been 
to. The topics were relevant and insightful and the presenters and 
speaking were so open, honest and personable.” 
- Michelle Van Der Hoeven, Supply Chain Planning Manager, BAE  
  Systems, May 2022

“I like how the Hatchery’s Women in Defence & Defence Industry 
Leadership Summit has grown and it’s reflected in the quality of the 
speakers and participants I’ve heard from.” 
- Lou Lou Siharath, Business Data Analyst, Department of Defence,  
  May 2022



Pre Conference Seminar A

The seminar
Too often we hear about women in leadership being their own worst enemies, that the main critics and detractors of women 
are other women. But the truth is, we’re taught to believe there’s only one seat at the table, and that we’re in competition. In 
reality it is precisely the opposite. The more women in the room, the more women should and can be in the room.

So, how can you claim your seat at the table and bring other women with you? Join Dr Ellen Joan Nelson, seasoned army 
leader and leadership specialist, to learn what you can do to bring the women around you up with you, smash the barriers 
for women in leadership, and create better cultures and outcomes for teams. Let’s create more opportunities for women in 
defence leadership, and in doing so, create more opportunities for ourselves and tomorrow’s future female leaders.

Why attend this seminar?
• Learn why competitive and political cultures for women in leadership prevail

• Gain tools to identify, call out and dismantle competitive culture

• Understand the many ways you can bring the women around you up with you

• Create critical mass to fast track culture change

• Learn how you build networks and connections for mentors and sponsors

• Learn how to articulate the value that women bring to the table

• Build better cultures with less harassment, better communication and less bias and work with people with similar 
experiences every day

Supporting yourself by supporting the women around you

Tuesday 6 December 2022
9:30am - 12:30pm AEDT

Women in Defence & Defence Industry Leadership Summit 2022

Dr Ellen Joan Nelson
Former NZ Army Leader, academic, 
mum and speaker
Flexible work and leadership expert

Seminar Leader

Dr Ellen Joan Nelson (nee Ford) is ex-NZ Army (ADFA and RMC graduate), an 
academic, strategy consultant, a Mum, and runs her own business. Ellen’s research, 
focused on well-being, women, leadership and the future of work, has been used 
to make improvements in the NZ Army, and other organisations around the world. 
She is passionate about improving social outcomes (with a focus on women 
and parents), while simultaneously improving organisational outcomes such as: 
wellbeing, retention, leadership, productivity, and business performance.

Our seminars are an excellent way to translate the advice and lessons from the main summit into actionable strategies and tangible skills!



Day 1 - Wednesday 7 December 2022

All times are shown as AEDT

8:45  Registration opens & technology tips
Log into the conference platform, check your system video and sound and 
ensure that you’re ready for the first day. This is also a great time to get 
in touch with our customer care team to troubleshoot if you’re having any 
issues.

9:00  Opening remarks from the Chair
WGCDR Belinda Johnson
Chief of Staff Head Military Strategic Commitments
Department of Defence

10:50  15 minute break 

11:05  Case Study: High Performance Teams & Leadership   
 Lessons: Afghanistan Evacuation Task

• Evacuating 500+ Afghans who had worked beside NZ defence 
Agencies

• Why you don’t need a title to be a leader
• The power of authenticity, diversity, purpose, collaboration, fun and 

caring
• Never underestimate someone with a baby  

Dr Ellen Joan Nelson
Former NZ Army Leader, academic, mum and speaker
Flexible work and leadership expert

11:45  Keynote: Lost in transformation: A leader’s perspective  
 from a career driving major change

• Keeping people front of mind during all types of transformation
• How leaders at all levels drive complex transformations
• What is important to me as a leader?  

Belinda Duchnaj
Managing Director – Defence, Consulting, Australia and New Zealand
Accenture

12:25  30 minute lunch break

1:45  Career Case Study: Leadership lessons from a 30+ year  
 career in the Navy

• Reflections on my journey in defence and supporting a husband with 
PTSD

• Understanding that your career is a marathon, not a sprint
• Why you should get a female mentor early in your career  

CMDR Kristen Watts
Chief of Staff, Future Navy Workforce
Royal Australian Navy

2:25  Case Study: The power of identity leadership in defence
• How identity leaders create a sense of ‘us’ in the team
• Crafting a culture of consistent near-perfect behaviours
• Identity leadership case study in ‘Top Gun’  

SQNLDR Sally Knox
Fast-jet Navigator, Weapons Systems Operator & PhD Candidate on 
Leadership
Royal Australian Air Force

3:05  Closing remarks from the Chair & close of Day One

OPENING KEYNOTE

9:10  Creating your leadership legacy
• Understanding when it’s time to take the next step in your career
• • Knowing the legacy you will leave in every role you have
• • Leadership tips from a 25+ year career in the Navy and defence

CDRE Letitia Van Stralen
Chief of Staff, Navy Headquarters
Royal Australian Navy

INTERACTIVE PANEL DISCUSSION

12:55  Leadership lessons from diverse   
 perspectives

• What has been the biggest highlight of your leadership career to 
date?

• What is one piece of leadership advice you wish you could give 
your past self?

• What are the top three leadership tips you would give to the 
women in attendance?

LTCOL Suzanne Albury
Chief of Army Initiatives
Australian Army

Wendy Gould
Director Total Workforce System
Royal Australian Navy

GPCAPT Ruth Elsley
Director ACSC, Australian War College
Department of Defence

Michelle Richard
Director, Regional Procurement Centre
Thales Australia

INTERNATIONAL KEYNOTE

9:50  The Warrior Code: 11 Principles to   
 Unleash the Awesome Inside of You

After surviving the death of her father, enduring foster care, and 
being expelled from school, Tee joined military reform school, where 
she began uncovering her inner warrior. As part of one of the first 
female classes of recruits to complete the Marine Corps Crucible 
and the Marine Combat Training, and as the only woman to deploy 
with her unit to Iraq in 2003, Tee tested her mettle and learned the 
key to becoming an unbreakable woman. With insightful honesty 
and wisdom, and set against the backdrop of Tee’s life, this keynote 
will help you understand that things can beat us back from realising 
our true potential...but the key is finding the way to realise one’s own 
innate strength.

Tee Marie Hanible
Retired Gunnery Sergeant - US Marine Corps,    
Keynote Speaker and Author of The Warrior Code



Day 2 - Thursday 8 December 2022

All times are shown as AEDT

9:00  Welcome from The Hatchery

9:05  Opening remarks from the Chair
WGCDR Belinda Johnson
Chief of Staff Head Military Strategic Commitments
Department of Defence

10:50  15 minute break 

11:05  Case Study: Leadership lessons from the male   
 dominated space of defence engineering

• Fighting initial feelings of not fitting the mould in a male dominated 
team

• Learning what you can contribute and why your contribution is 
relevant to forge a career that you love

• Lessons from challenges faced in key projects of my career, including 
the F-35A Joint Strike Fighter project  

SQNLDR Louise Burr
Facilities Lead – Airfield Engineer F35A Joint Strike Fighter Project, First 
woman Chief Engineer of the middle east region
Capability Acquisition and Sustainment Group

12:25  Interactive Zoom Group Coaching
Come prepared with a leadership challenge that you’re facing at work. You 
will be placed in groups of 4. Allocate a time keeper to ensure everyone has 
a turn. Each participant will have 1 minute to explain their problem and then 
gain feedback from the group for the remaining 4 minutes. Then it is the 
next person’s turn!

12:50  30 minute lunch break

1:20  Case Study: Planning, leadership & diversity
• Reflections on planning of Operation Inherent Resolve in Iraq and the 

importance of integration of both male and female perspectives
• The benefits of diversity in a broader sense: Diversity of thought, 

culture and knowledge
• The need to understand foreign cultures as a leader eg in Afghanistan 

and how to lead a coalition  

BRIG Simon Johnstone
Director General Military Strategic Effects
Australian Defence Force

2:40  Closing remarks from the Chair & close of Main Summit  
 Program

KEYNOTE

9:50  You can’t ask that: Old military chicks  
 edition

Submit your anonymous questions ahead of the day for two of the 
most senior women in Australian military history and get their raw, 
unfiltered answers based on decades of experience. Tracy and Simone 
say that nothing is off limits, so ask them what you really want to 
know!

MAJGEN (Ret’d) Simone Wilkie AO
Former Commander, Australian Defence College, AFL Commissioner, 
Non-Executive Director & Keynote Speaker

AVM (Ret’d) Prof Tracy Smart AO
Former Surgeon General of the Australian Defence Force & 
Commander of Joint Health Command, third woman to   
reach the rank of Air Vice Marshal in the RAAF

CASE STUDY

11:45  Overcoming imposter syndrome &   
 battling your inner critic

• What is imposter syndrome, and how does it show up in your life?
• Understanding the causes of imposter syndrome 
• Finding the right balance between work, family and self

Alice Fitzsimmons
Petty Officer Cryptologic Systems at Royal Australian Navy, Founder 
of Veterans Connections, National ADF advocate at Defence Industry 
Networking & Volunteer at Women’s Veterans AustraliaOPENING KEYNOTE

9:10  Battling traditional concepts that blind us  
 to our own success

• Traditional concepts of success in defence and their limitations
• ‘Crooked’ career paths and the achievements they can bring
• Understanding what success really means in your life and work

GPCAPT Louise DesJardins
Australian Defence Attache to Tel Aviv
Australian Defence Force

ADDRESS FROM THE FRONT LINES OF THE WAR 
IN UKRAINE

2:00
• How my deep, family connection to my country and defence led 

me to fight
• Reflections on being the only woman on my team
• How the war has united our country 

Evgeniya Emerald
Sniper, Call Sign “Joan of Arc” 
Ukraine Special Forces



Post Conference Seminar B

The seminar
Why is it that women will only apply for a job if they meet 100% of the criteria, and men will apply if they meet just 60%? We 
know women don’t innately lack confidence and aren’t less ambitious. The truth is that all workplaces have been made by 
men, for men. This makes men feel confident that they’ve always got what it takes and makes women feel like they need to be 
overqualified to meet the basic functions of a role. This is particularly the case in defence, where even the uniforms barely fit, 
let alone the roles, cultures and behavioural norms. 

So while the tables gradually turn and more women are able to effect culture change, what steps can you take now to boost 
your confidence? Wendy Gould is an experienced defence leader and leadership specialist, and she has an antidote. It involved 
fighting the four-letter-F-word at the heart of the situation: Fear. 

In this seminar, you will understand how we all have built-in fears, how our brain works to process fear and how you can take 
charge of it and become a master of your fear reflex to take your confidence to new heights.

Why attend this seminar?
• Understanding fear and our relation to it in everyday life

• Cultivate a growth mindset to capitalise on learnings and setbacks 

• Gain tools to identify when fear is holding you back

• Take away practical models to guide you into an unashamedly super confident you

Building real confidence in yourself and your leadership

Friday 9 December 2022
9:30am - 12:30pm AEDT

Women in Defence & Defence Industry Leadership Summit 2022

Wendy Gould
Experienced Defence Leader, 
Executive Coach and human 
behavioural practitioner

Seminar Leader

Wendy is the founder and owner of PRISMVIEW. She has enjoyed a diverse career which 
spans the military, public, private and not-for-profit sectors. In recent years, Wendy has 
dedicated her focus to advancing organisations’ leadership capabilities at all levels. 
Credentialled with a Masters in Strategy & Management from UNSW and accreditation in a 
number of leadership and behavioural profiling tools, combined with a passion for people, 
Wendy has worked with individuals and teams, helping them to achieve success in all 
aspects of their life.
Backed by extensive practical experience leading teams  in complex environments, Wendy 
is well placed to understand the challenges people and organisations face in the pursuit 
of excellence. An experienced logistician, organisational executive coach and dynamic 
facilitator, Wendy is happiest when working with people and seeing them flourish. As 
the name PRISMVIEW suggests, Wendy explores leadership through a lens that helps 
individuals and teams leverage their strengths and overcome vulnerabilities to highlight 
their competitive edge, enabling them to lead with confidence

Our seminars are an excellent way to translate the advice and lessons from the main summit into actionable strategies and tangible skills!



Pricing & Registration

Event Prices

Women in Defence & Defence Industry Leadership Summit 2022

Wednesday 7 & Thursday 8 December 2022  

Calculate your ticket price                                                                                                            $________________

How To Pay

Payment can be made by credit card or bank transfer

Credit card: Call us on 1300 918 334 or return the form below: 
Card No.: _______________________________  Expiry:  _____________ CVV Code: __________________

Cardholder’s name:  ________________________________________________________________________

Signature:  _________________________________________________________________________________

  Bank transfer: Please invoice me. 
Ref: 8206 Purchase Order No: ______________________________________________________________________

Tick relevant box
Book & pay

 by  
21 Oct 2022*

Book & pay
 by  

11 Nov 2022*

Book & pay
 by  

25 Nov 2022*

Standard price 
AFTER  

25 Nov 2022*

Standard Digital Rates

  2 Day Summit 
$1699 + GST  
= $1868.90

$1899 + GST  
= $2088.90

$2199 + GST  
= $2418.90 $2399 + GST  

= $2638.90
SAVE $700 SAVE $500 SAVE $200

Upgrade your package with our Pre & Post Conference Interactive Seminars

        Pre Conference Seminar A $499 + GST = $548.90

        Post Conference Seminar B $499 + GST = $548.90

BONUS:
Book the summit and both seminars and save an additional $100

The Hatchery    ABN: 15 641 236 722

Terms & Conditions
Full payment must be received prior to the summit to ensure 
attendance. Delegates may not “share” a pass between 
multiple attendees. 

*Early bird prices subject to availability.

Cancellations:
No cancellations will be refunded, however, a substitute 
delegate is welcome at no extra charge. A credit voucher will 
be issued for cancellations received in writing more than two 
weeks before the event date. For an event cancelled by The 
Hatchery, registration fees are fully refundable.
See the website for full terms and conditions.

Privacy Policy:
Information collected on this registration will be added to 
our secure database. This information may be used for the 
purpose of contacting you regarding ongoing research, 
product development and services offered. 

We may also share this information with other professional 
organisations (including our event sponsors) to promote 
relevant services.  

For our full privacy policy please visit  
www.the-hatchery.co/privacy-policy 

Changes to Summit and Agenda:
The Hatchery reserves the right to alter the programme 
without notice and is not responsible for any loss or damage 
or costs incurred as a result of substitution, alteration, 
postponement or cancellation of any event.  

Email 
Register with us at  
customercare@the-hatchery.co 

Phone 
Call a member of our customer service 
dept at 1300 918 334 

Photo. Scan & Send 
Scan or fill out our form and send a photo to 
customercare@the-hatchery.co  

Online 
Book online at our website 
https://the-hatchery.co/event/ 
wil-defence-dec-2022 

How To Register

@

*Team Discounts
Groups of 10+ save 10%
Groups of 20+ save 20%
Please note group bookings must be made 
for the same package at the same time and 
discounts are valid off the current price.

https://the-hatchery.co/event/wil-defence-dec-2022

